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General information.

Take total control
of your IT assets.

Software that transforms IT performance management

In today’s demanding business environment IT infrastructure plays a major role in the success
and efficient operation of organizations. For this reason it is essential to take comprehensive
control of your IT assets and to have to access reliable, accurate and up to date information.
InvGate Assets Management is the perfect tool for administration and control of your IT infrastructure. A true Business Intelligence solution, it combines functionally for day to day management of hardware and software assets with tools to optimize IT department performance in an a
business context. Seamlessly integrated through a single and 100% web interface, the unique
Drill Down design allows for agile, dynamic and intuitive navigation.
InvGate Assets Management allows IT administrators, managers and directors to achieve 3
vital objectives: take informed decisions, increase efficiency and minimize cost.

Fast and versatile implementation
InvGate Assets is unique as it packages flexible and intelligent methods within an a user friendly and intuitive design. This is present down to the smallest detail. Implementation is so straightforward it can be carried out in less than four hours, and across a wide variety of platforms:
Microsoft, Linux, Solaris, Mac, Cisco, 3com, etc.

Fast and secure access
The 100% web architecture of InvGate Assets Management means it can be accessed from
any PC connected to the network using the necessary permissions and credentials. All the
information resides in a single web-enabled repository, so you simply need a browser to fully
access the software.
The creation and management of profiles and workstation groups allows you to control and
restrict access to the different functionalities of the software, thus ensuring system and data
security.

All-in-one: the ideal solution for efficient IT management
InvGate Assets centralizes and streamlines management activities to you time and effort. There
are no additional modules or multiple systems to manage, just a single tool that combines the
functionalities you need in one place: centralized IT asset management, CMDB, change control, e-mail alerts, license management, financial information, depreciation estimation, warranty
management, workstation groups administration, software lists management, etc.
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Features
Inventory
Obtain a detailed registry of the current state of your IT
infrastructure automatically and take total control of your
inventory via a single centralized interface. You can also view a
complete system history to understand the evolution of your
platform over a specific period or its lifetime.
This tool permits you to precisely plan purchases of hardware to
exactly meet your needs and avoid wasting resources on unused
capacity.

Network Discovery
IT Network Discovery will take your infrastructure management to a
new level. Network Discovery performs the automated and unattended inventory of all SNMP devices connected to the network,
such as network printers, routers, switches, access point, etc. without the need to physically access the hardware.
All financial data related to the discovered devices can be attached
and managed via InvGate Asset Management. This allows better
cost control, enhanced understanding of infrastructure value and
superior ability to budget and plan for replacement.

Remote Desktop
Thanks to IT Remote Desktop, you no longer need to cover great
distances to maintain your IT systems. This solution allows for the
instant and total control of workstations, accessing each and
every Windows desktop remotely by only connecting to LAN and
WAN networks.
IT Remote Desktop not only guarantees fast and easy access
from any point, but its protocols ensure protection of the end
user’s privacy.
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Financials & LifeCycle
InvGate IT Financials & LifeCycle allows you to easily and intuitively manage all the financial
information related to your IT infrastructure. With InvGate IT Financials & LifeCycle, you will
gain total control over budget allocation and investment for each cost center.

Software Deployment
IT Software Deployment is responsible for the
unattended distribution and installation of
software on different workstations across your
organization. Performed in an automated,
centralized, transparent, and user-friendly way,
the installation of all applications can be completed throughout the IT platform without
personnel deployment. Some of the key
features of this functionality are that distribution
can be performed either massively or in admin
defined groups of workstations, and that
deployment can be run automatically according to a predefined schedule.

Software Metering
IT Software Metering is an innovative and intelligent solution that allows the measurement of
utilization levels of each software program across the IT platform. Detailed reports of the
software currently in use are also created automatically. Software Metering is a powerful tool
when it comes to IT business decision-making regarding software purchase and renewal.

Change Management
This functionality maintains a detailed registry of all of the changes that occur within the IT
infrastructure, as well generating real time alarms as changes happen. Depending on the type
of change and level of severity, the appropriate IT personal can then be notified automatically.
Management of alarms is available from a centralized dashboard and full traceability of changes is ensured via the automatic allocation of ticket numbers for each change.
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Advanced Reports
Create 100% customizable reports according to the needs of your organization, the scope you
require and the detail level you want.
All generated reports can be exported to XLS and PDF formats, and can also be saved and
stored as a template form for future reutilization.

Licensing Management
Determining the exact number of licenses
needed, utilized and available is critical to
minimize the risk of penalties resulting
from vendor audits, reduce cost and
efficiently purchasing to meet your needs.
InvGate IT License Management is the
only license management solution that
contemplates the full range of license
management plans (Installation, CPU,
OEM, Open Select, etc).

Endpoint Security
With InvGate Assets, both IT assets and data security are guaranteed. InvGate Assets offers a
specially designed tool to prevent confidential information leaks and the intrusion of viruses or
attacks that may put the IT infrastructure at risk.

Request additional information about this and other InvGate products by emailing
us as info@invgate.com or visiting our webpage
www.invgate.com

